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VMI Hybrid Quick start Guide

1) Turn on power to the unit by flicking the ON/OFF button to the ON position,
located at the rear of the unit. The Top Cover will automatically open after a
few seconds.

2) Select which type of disc you would like to repair by selecting either
the Regular or Blu-Ray option located on the User Keypad.

3) Select the amount of time you would like to repair your disc for,
depending on the severity of damage. To do this, press either the
Regular or Blu-Ray button again (depending on what option you chose
in step 2) until the LED next to the desired amount of time is
illuminated.

4) Place the DVD/CD/Blu-Ray onto the platter, with label side of disc facing
down!

5) Close the Top Cover and the cycle will automatically start.

6) Once the cycle has completed, the Top Cover will automatically open.

Please note: Depending on the type of cycle and the time set, the disc may require a wipe at the completion of the
cycle to remove any chemical build-up. Please use complementary spray and wipe for this.
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VMI Hybrid Unpacking Instructions:
SAVE ALL PACKING MATERIALS. FAILURE TO USE PACKAGING DESIGNED FOR THIS UNIT WILL CAUSE DAMAGE TO
THE UNIT AND WILL VOID WARRANTY.

Parts that need to be saved are as follows:
VMI Hybrid Outer Shipping Box | VMI Hybrid Inner Shipping Box | Top KorrVu Holder
Bottom KorrVu Holder | Protective Plastic Bag | Locking Cap for Buffing Solution Bottle
There is a charge plus shipping for packing materials, if they are discarded.

1. Open the Outer and Inner Shipping Boxes.

2. Remove the Support Documents / Accessories package (included inside:
Two sets of Buffing Pads, Power Cord, User Manual, and Cheat Sheet) and
the Buffing Solution / Water Bottle package.

3. Pull out the first piece of KorrVu packaging.

4. Remove the VMI Hybrid from the Inner shipping box.

5. Take the VMI Hybrid out of the plastic bag.

6. Plug in the power cord to the power inlet on the back of the machine.

7. On the back side of the machine, turn the ON/OFF switch to the ON position.

8. The machine will power on and the Top Cover will automatically open. This is
the default position when not in use.

9. Proceed to the “Initial Setup” section of the User Manual.
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